
CHAPTER 3: DETERMINING SHIPPING POLICY

OBJECTIVES

Scope and extent of policies to be developed

The term "shipping policy" can be interpreted in a wide sense to cover the
entire maritime sector or in a narrow sense to cover trade and service related
shipping policies. Even if the term is narrowly defined, shipping policies cannotbe 

developed in isolation. Shipping policies have to also take into account
policies being developed in ports, infrastructure and ancillary services, road and
rail transport and related industry sectors. It is therefore important that the
government decides at the outset, the scope of the policies to be formulated fromthe 

range of topics that would be covered in a comprehensive maritime policy.

Table 3.1: -Topics covered in a comprehensive maritime policy
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At the outset of this project, ESCAP undertook a survey of the shippingpolicies 
of the countries in the region. Participating countries were asked to

identify the broad shipping policy objectives. Although the overall objectives
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differed from country to country, they were directed at maximizing the varied
maritime potential of each country.

The following table (Table3.2) is a brief summary of the position of some
of the participating countries.

Table 3.2: Broad shipping policy of selected countries in the ESCAP region

Broad objectives of countries' shipping policyCountry

Australia

Enable access to more competitive and reliable shipping and waterfront services,
for Australia's tradeable goods and greater transparence, in the service delivery cost

of ports and shore based cargo handling industries.

Hangladesh To make sustainable development in the maritime sector in order to improve the
socio-economic condition of the country and to ensure maritime safety and
protection of maritime environment.

Indonesia

Access to more competitive and reliable shipping and waterfront services, greater
transparency in costs, create economic, safe and reliable shipping services.

Iran Providing competitive shipping services which are safe, reliable and efficient to
meet the needs of the country and shipping.

Myanmar

To provide adequate shipping services to cater for foreign trade with emphasis on
infrastructure development and maintaining a high level of safety .

New Zealand To promote safe, efficient and environmentally sensitive shipping and promote and
Isafeguard reliable competitive shipping services to the benefit of the economy.

Pakistan To develop merchant shipping capable of providing effective and economical
maritime and multimodal transport services to seaborne trade at optimum level.
Provide job opportunities to seafarers, save foreign exchange and improve balance
of payments, facilitate exports and imports of the country and neighbouring
landlocked countries. Expand national fleet to a size which matches a suitable high
position among maritime nations.

Singapore To promote Singapore as a premier port and international maritime centre and to
safeguard the strategic maritime interest.

Thailand

To 

promote maritime business and related industries,

Turkey To access more competitive and reliable shipping, promotion of Turkey at an
international level and to facilitate access by Turkish shippers to competitive, safe
and reliable international shipping services.

Viet Nam

To 

work out long tenD strategies; draft laws, ordinances, regulatory policy and

~: 

Data collected by ESCAP through questionnaires returned by participating governments.
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A clearly articulated set of policies would bring certainty and stability to
the shipping scene and can motivate the public sector and the private sector to
work together to achieve the objectives of the governments. In many instances,
however, national shipping policies are not articulated or documented and have
to be gathered through preambles to legislative enactments parliamentary debates
relating to such legislation, press statements and speeches made by senior
government officials.

The following extracts from country papers written by national resourcepersons 
give an insight into the shipping policy objectives of selected countries.l

Philippines:

The broad shipping policy objectives can be gathered from the legislation creating'the Maritime
Industry Authority (MARINA).

Presidential decree No. 474 declared a policy to accelerate the integrated development of the
maritime industry of the Philippines towards the following objectives:

To 

increase the production and productivity in the various islands and regions of thearchipelago 
through the provision of sea linkages;

To provide for the economical, safe, adequate and efficient shipment of raw materials,
products commodities and people;

To 

enhance the competitive position of Philippines flag vessels in the carriage of foreigntrade;

To strengthen the balance of payments position by minimizing the flow of foreign
exchange and increasing dollar earnings; and

To generate job opportunities.

I Extracts from country papers prepared by ESCAP project by national resource persons.

Minimum editing by ESCAP secretariat. In the case of Sri Lanka, the information is from the
policy document titled "National Shipping and Ports Policy of Sri Lanka (1999) published by the
Ministry of Shipping, Ports, Rehabilitation and Reconstruction.
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Sri Lanka:

The broad shipping policy objectives are spelt out in the national port and shipping policy which
envisages Sri Lanka as a competitive shipping centre.

The long-tenD vision is for Sri Lanka to consolidate and further develop its position as a competitive
shipping centre in the South Asian region which would result in the generation of economic activity,
employment and income.

The concept of a shipping centre envisages the following:

Efficient ports that would facilitate the movement of Sri Lanka trade and transhipmenttrade; .

Exporters and importers having unirnplemented access to reliable and.cQmpetitive shippingservices;

Ancillary 

services that enhance the position of the Sri Lankan ports in the South Asianregion;

Availability of shipbuilding and ship repair facilities;

National merchant shipping line(s) that are internationally competitive and capable of
assisting the growth of the region's seaborne trade;

An environment that promotes safety of life at sea aI]d the prevention of marine pollution;

Trained seafarers who would be up to international standards.
-
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The broad policy objectives are to maintain order in maritime transport and pursue sound
development of the shipping industry, thus contributing to the development of the national economy
and the promotion of public welfare.

In this context, the immediate objective has been to improve international competitiveness of the
shipping industry and Korean shipping firms in the international market place.

The 

corollary objectives are as follows:

Maintain the balance of supply and demand of shipping fleets by ship type according to thechanges 
in international trade patterns and shipping services;

Improve 

ship quality by replacing uneconomical vessels with economic ones;

Promote 

ship quality by replacing unecono~c vessels with economic ones;

Improve 

the balance of international payments;

Train the seamen and marine engineers;

Promote international cooperation.

Governments is pursuing the goal of building Korea as a global shipping centre in the Asia and
Pacific region and as a logistics centre in the North East Asia.

Trade and service related shipping policy -regional policy positions

Shipping policies identified by participating countries in the
region clearly demonstrate two major policy objectives in the trade and
services related shipping sector.

.Maintain a shipping presence through the development of national

shipping capabilities.

.Ensure 

access to competitive shipping services for the countriesoverseas 
trade.
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